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‘’Inequality of outcome among today’s generation is the source of the unfair
advantage received by the next generation. If we are concerned about equality
of opportunity tomorrow, we need to be concerned about inequality of
outcome today.’’
Anthony B. Atkinson

1.

FOUNDERS’ VISION

The world financial model is inequality by design. Wealth is the total assets held
with a market value. From houses to lands, gemstones to company stocks, and to the
money in a bank account, many real and financial assets can construct one’s wealth.
The important factors that value wealth are the political power that accompanies it,
the economic effect, opportunities it provides to the holder, and the attainable

revenue. Considering these factors, it is possible to say that what makes wealth
important is also what makes wealth disequilibrium crucial: inequality in the political
and social spheres of influence. Additional to the outcomes of wealth disequilibrium
and inequalities it creates at other spheres, its effects on State economies and over
the dynamics of the global economy are essential.
To deeply understand the financial inequality of the modern world, one must first
think about what these inequalities are. At first sight, it may look like the gap
between rich and poor, but going down in the hole, one sees the giant digging
machine at the bottom. The digging machine, while ensuring for only some to utilize
the opportunities offered on a daily basis and for others and their names to never
meet these opportunities in a sentence, the machine dugs deeper every passing day.
So powerful this machine derives its force from the trust of both sides and on their
faith in the indestructible unity of the segregating machine.
We need to examine the machine’s anatomy. The States compose the outer shell,
and we see government, then big corporations respectively, as we go deeper into the
machine. This morally deficient machine of a perfect design to manipulate has only
one purpose; to ensure that a person’s financial rights are only as much as their
service to the machine. This way, even when the world advocate equality, that
equality can never be met in the financial world.

One of the most prominent examples of hypocrisy is even though almost all States
present themselves as advocates of green energy, investing in sustainable energy in
those States has conditions that an ordinary citizen can never meet. Furthermore,
even for the access to classical financial instruments in States to be closed to
individuals without capital clearly shows the strength of the machine. Every time a
threat is posed to the machine, it instantly reacts. Did a new opportunity come up
that could harm the wealth disequilibrium balance? The solution is simple, forbid it.
Did forbidding not work? Let it, but limit it… Fill the hole dug for many years, yet
another one can occur. But this does not mean we should stop.
The hope for giving the next generations the chance to live a good life lies in
extensive development that makes possible for everyone what is only attainable for a
few today, giving them a survival chance in a new, uncontaminated financial world;

while preventing another hole from being dug.
For this prevention, Fortis Oeconomia offers the ONE FOR ALL – ALL FOR ONE
Protocol at your service for preserving the uncorrupted and sacred lands we all
deserve from another digging machine.

2.

One For All – All For One Protocol

One For All - All For One Protocol is the incentive-compatible concept in which
participants in the process would not find it advantageous to act selfishly instead of
an act for the benefit of all participants. Hence, the OFA-AFO protocol can be viewed
as a synthetic fixation of a non-zero-sum game in the positive-sum game scenario.
A positive sum occurs when resources are somehow increased, and an approach is
in which the desires and needs of all concerned are satisfied. Our incentive
compatibility design is critical in interactions when at least one actor does not have
the same financial resources as the other participants. When the member with more
money has a motivation to use that power for personal gain to the detriment of
others, problems might occur. However, when the interaction is structured so that
the participant with more funds is motivated to act in the interest of the other party
(or has less incentive to act selfishly), the result is incentive compatibility.
In order for this to happen, a financial system's core structure and sub-structures
must be underpinned by a meta whose economic importance is growing all the time.
Rather than directly supporting each participant, this meta should be utilized to
reward participants' behavior for supporting other participants. Furthermore, every
activity taken within the system should improve the meta's economic relevance.
Thus, the provided positive feedback loop creates a “You win, thereby I win”
environment where participants can protect their own interests while paying regard
to the interests of other participants.

According to thermodynamics, it is impossible for everything sought to gain value
without losing something in a system. The same situation is actual for financial
systems as well. In other words, there cannot be a scenario in which both all
participants and the meta in the system can win continuously. A sacrifice must
assuredly provide the necessary impetus for the system’s functioning. Because our
protocol meta has had a limited supply since the beginning of the system, and this
amount decreases continuously with system operation, that is to say, using the
energy created by burning meta to add value both to itself and to all participants in
the system. The occurrence of this combustion with every movement in the system
transforms it into a perpetual motion machine that works continuously within itself
and wins for all participants.

3.

Infrastructure Overview
The One for all - all for one protocol is a segmental artificial creature formed to
create an ecosystem where all participants can win. This artificial creature is a
massive structure generated by the fusion of sub-systems, each with its own
game theory.

Sub systems should have these principles:
- Every participant must win
- A participant's gain cannot be dependent on the other participant's loss
- A sub-system cannot disrupt the operation of another sub-system
- Sub-systems get the impetus necessary for their operation from the general-system
- While sub-systems are running, it contributes to the general-system

- The contribution made by the sub-systems while they are running cannot be less than the
overall system's contribution to the sub-system.

Initially, the One for all-All for one protocol will operate with six sub-systems:
- Legionnaire Coins
- P2P Insurance
- Wrapped DeFi Strategies
- Burn 2 Stakes
- Burn module
- Living liquidity pools

General – System Schematic Representation

3a. Legionnaire Coins
It's a sub-system where users who want to participate DeFi environment but
don't have enough capital can rent coins and use them on decentralized
exchanges in the COSMOS ecosystem. Also, users can earn money by renting
their coins. Initially, coins rented through the system could only be used in
liquidity pools. With v2, they could also be utilized for arbitrage possibilities.

3b. P2P Insurance
It is a sub-system that allows users to engage in liquidity pools in the
COSMOS ecosystem using a single type of coin and allows both parties to
protect each other using a pop-up agreement with the person who owns the
asset on the other side of the pool. While the system will initially only cover a
few pools, it will eventually be made available to all liquidity pools in the

COSMOS ecosystem.

3c. Wrapped DeFi Strategies
It is a sub-system where users can present the strategies they have
developed in the DeFi ecosystem to others and earn a passive income from
these strategies. Sub-system also provides an opportunity to users to easily
select pre-made strategies and benefit from DeFi in the COSMOS ecosystem.
In v1, the system's strategies will incorporate periodic liquidity staking to the

designated DeFi pools, as well as the possibility to reuse the rewards collected
throughout the strategy period within the same strategy. In v2, strategies will
be written to take advantage of arbitrage possibilities.

3d. Burn to Stake
The sub-system allows users to earn FOT in exchange for renting their staked
currency reward rights or by staking bFOT to benefit from the pooled reward
rights. In this way, each chain in the COSMOS ecosystem is provided with extra
incentivization and helps to prevent the security of chains from decreasing due
to low reward rates. Furthermore, it allows people to gain incentives for

promoting security in the cosmic ecosystem. Coins staked to the sub-system
have a vesting period in v1. In v2 (after theta upgrade of COSMOS), they can be
unstake without having a vesting period. The purpose of the system is to
increase the number of staked coins on chains in the COSMOS ecosystem by
allowing users to lease the staked coin's reward right.

3e. Living Liquidity Pools
It is a sub-system that blends the liquid neural network design with DeFi.
Liquid neural network is a new form of recurrent neural network. Recurrent
neural networks’ prediction capacity based on sequences or time series makes
it appropriate for financial usage. At each prediction step, the liquid neural
network is computing both the predicted outcome and the formation of the

following hidden state, evolving in time. Therefore, creating a model that
adopts flexibly through time provides the possibility of lowered impermanent
loss with each new user joining the pool. The system working mechanism
starts with information gathering. Weight of the assets in the DeFi pool, each
additional liquidity contributed, and the information of each purchase is
received by the AI. Then AI balances the asset ratio in the liquidity to be added
by forecasting the trades in the pool once the participants have added

liquidity. As a result, the probability of impermanent loss risk is nearly identical
for the first and last participants.

3f. Burn Module
Burn module is the semantic relationship between the general-system and
sub-systems. It's an intermediary module that allows participants to burn their
FOT tokens in exchange for bFOT (burned FOT) to use in sub-systems.
This raises the FOT meta's value that serves as fuel for the overall ecosystem.
After the Ortus upgrade, Proof of Burn validators will take over the burn

module task.

4.

Ortus Upgrade
Ortus upgrade is the next step in the One For All - All For One Protocol. Ortus
upgrade will allow the system to connect to its own chain via Delegated Proof
of Burn consensus, and transfers between sub-systems and the general-system
will take place on the Prometheus chain.
Prometheus chain has a novel consensus protocol: dPoB (Delegated Proof of
Burn), which will be explained in the dPoB whitepaper.

Segmental Structure of Sub-Systems

5.

Fortis Oeconomia Token (FOT)
The task of the FOT token is to reward the behavior of the participants in the
ecosystem and to ensure that the necessary impetus for the operation of the
sub-systems is generated from the meaning shift during the meta-exchange
(FOT => bFOT). Within sub-systems, users can earn FOT, which they can then
convert to bFOT and utilize in other sub-systems. FOT is also used as a

governance token in the general-system. FOT holders can decide the next subsystem integration and propose changes in the general-system.
FOT has a relativistic hyper-deflationary structure. Whenever FOT is burned,
the subsequent burning gives more bFOT than the previous burning.
Thereby, the system incentivizes users to burn more FOT.
How many bFOT received for each FOT burning can be calculated as follow.
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6.

Tokenomic

The Fortis Oeconomia token has a total supply of 100 million. This total supply is
divided into four main topics, Ecosystem, Pre-Market Funding, Gift for COSMOS
Ecosystem, and Community and Developer Endowment. You can examine the
percentage distributions from the chart below. In addition, the graphical and
numerical distribution of each title is also given below.
• 50% for Ecosystem
• 15% for Pre-Market Funding
• 20% for Gift for COSMOS Ecosystem
• 15% for Community and Developer Endowment

Ecosystem
Ecosystem: 50% of the total supply is reserved for the ecosystem.
The distribution of the total allocated supply is as follows.
• 20% (10,000,000) is reserved for Burn to Stake Sub-System incentive
• 20% (10,000,000) is reserved for Legionnaire Coins Sub-System incentive
• 60% (30,000,000) is reserved for Upcoming Sub-Systems

Pre-Market Funding ( Private Sale, Public Sale)
Pre-Market Funding: 15% of the total supply is reserved for the Pre-Market
Funding
• All sales made in the Pre-Market Funding stage will be used in the Burn to
Stake pool and the Legionnaire Coin Pool
• The primary purpose of this action is to meet the demand when Fortis
Oeconomia first starts operating
• Any legal entity or person can have a maximum of 10.000 FOT during the
pre-market funding round. This amount will never change for any person
• Public sale round will be announced

Clarification of Private Sale.
• During the private sale round, no sales were made to any venture capital
• During the private sale round, no sales were made to any private entity
• Everyone in the team bought 10.000 FOT with their own fund
• During the private sale, FOT were sold for an average of $1.25
• All private sale coins are vested for one year

Gift For COSMOS Ecosystem
Gift For COSMOS ecosystem: 20% of the total supply is reserved for the
COSMOS ecosystem. The distribution of the total allocated supply is as follows.
• 15% (3,000,000) is reserved for Atom stakers. This reward will be available
to those who staked Atom at the time of the COSMOS Vega upgrade.
• 10% (2,000,000) is reserved for Juno stakers. This reward will be available to
those who staked Juno at the time of the JUNO Moneta upgrade.
• 75% (15,000,000) is reserved for upcoming unopened gifts.

Community and Developer Endowment
Community and Developer Endowment: 15% of the total supply is reserved for
the Community and Developers. The distribution of the total allocated supply
is as follows.
• 8,000,000 is reserved for Community Pool
• 3,000,000 is reserved for Sub-System development.
• 3,000,000 is reserved for Ecosystem Development
• 1,000,000 is reserved for P2E game incentive

PROTOCOL ROADMAP

